Current Student Profiles

Name: Andrea "Andee" Coler
Major: Music Education (But a Theory/Comp. Major at heart)
Year in school: Junior

-Post graduation plans? I hope to pursue a Master's Degree in Information and Library Science, then (maybe) a Doctorate in some form of Psychology. Possibly Developmental Psychology. Human brains have always been an interest, but I've recently developed a fascination for how we learn and the changes that occur through development.

-How have you grown as a musician? It is as if an entire new world has been opened up to me. It is as if I have been peeking through the crack in the door my entire life, but then it was flung wide open when I took music theory. I am constantly challenging my perceptions of music and art in general, as well as questioning why I play music. But I found something that I enjoy, and as a music tutor hope to help others enjoy as well.

-What do you learn beyond music? As for "meta-musical" things, I am learning a lot of life skills. Discipline is a big one for sure, as well as further development in my spiritual journey. I am also learning how to live in the world instead of merely surviving; being an artist rather than an analyst.

-Favorite thing about the department? The people, mostly. I am graced with excellent professors, an excellent private instructor, and excellent friends to match.

-One word to describe the department: Intentional.